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ALTUS AND FUNDSCAPE JOIN FORCES  

Technology supplier, Altus, and research house, Fundscape, have formed a strategic partnership to 

develop new solutions and products for the financial services industry. The joint venture will 

combine rigorous systems engineering with in-depth industry expertise to deliver innovative, market-

leading services.  

 

Altus MD, Kevin Okell, commented “Over the last 10 years Altus has established an enviable 

reputation for robust, reliable software built on a detailed understanding of how financial services 

businesses operate. Adding Fundscape’s rich insight into the investment market will enable us to 

explore some exciting new opportunities”. 

 

Fundscape CEO, Bella Caridade-Ferreira, added “At Fundscape we have no shortage of ideas on how 

to improve the investment management and distribution sector and have been seeking the right 

partner to help turn them into reality. Altus brings all the qualities we were looking for and I can’t 

wait to get started on the next suite of products”. 

- Ends- 

 

Notes to editors 

About Fundscape 

Established in October 2010, Fundscape is a research house specialising in the end-to-end research 

and analysis of the UK fund industry. It is the publisher of the quarterly Fundscape Platform Report, 

widely regarded as the industry benchmark for platform trends and statistics in the UK. With many 

years of industry experience, its team is well placed to provide unique insight into asset management 

and distribution trends, including product development, distribution and marketing. 

 

For further information or background please contact:   
 
Bella Caridade-Ferreira, bella@fundscape.co.uk, tel +44 (0)20 7720 1183 



 
About Altus 

Altus was founded in 2005 with a mission to speed up financial services with superior technology. 

Altus supplies specialist consultancy services and market-leading automation software to over 100 

clients in the investment, pensions, general insurance and wealth management sectors. Privately-

owned, Altus employs over 70 people and is based in Bath. Altus software has been ISO 27001 

accredited since 2017. 

 
For further information or background please contact:  
 
Anne Moirez, anne.moirez@altus.co.uk, Tel +44 (0)1225 438 000 
 


